THE CLEANSING

Peaceful thoughts
To get us off
Inverse of our pain
Clouded mind
Blackened Heart
We float away
Into the distance
Emulsified by time
Nothing seems clear
You think it's all a game
Conspired as one
But there's no master plan
We don't have the answers
All we have is hate
We don't an answer
For all your hate
Just give me an answer
Before we ablate
The bending of space and time has secured us on this path
As we occupy this manifestation of mass
The place we call home is destroyed and laid to waste
We can't see past what's lost, we grasp for one more taste
We can't stop the malice
We can't stop the hate
A brutal sun has risen
On this scorched landscape
We can't stop the malice
There's no escape
Please absolve us from guilt
And let this fall away
Please absolve us from guilt
And let this fall away
Please absolve us from guilt
We just can take it anymore
Please absolve us from guilt
These peaceful thoughts
Of a love that's lost
Are the bain of us all
The walls of your mind
Stained with the blood of time
It's time for a cleansing
Burn it all away
Burn it all away
BURN

SLAVES UNTIL DEATH

As I stand and scream at the sky
My heart bleeds for the ones who can't fight
As the blade descends down the guillotine
We turn away as we choose not to contravene
Brainwashed and beaten to death
You're a statistic just like all of the rest
So bow down and give your soul to the overlord
We're all slaves until our very last breath
Fists clenched as they bathe in the tears of the broken
Hatred for what they fear
If there was only a way to make you feel what I feel
Is there any hope left at all
Beat down and starved to death
They'll grind your bones to make their bread
Bow Down and give yourself to the overlord
We're all slaves until our very last breath
Beat down and starved to death
They'll grind your bones to make their bread
Bow Down and give yourself to the overlord
We're all slaves
Until death
We're paying the price for a past full of selfishness
Our hands grasping for a shred of the opulence
It never was and it never will be true
It's a facade meant to pacify you
We're all empty and dying inside
Some choose to mask the pain with their lies
Slide of hand and distractions intensify
Misdirection will decide where our friendships lie
They set fire to the land of the free
The time has finally come to unveil the treachery
Slide of hand and distractions intensify
Misdirection will decide where our friendships lie
They set fire to the land of the free
The time has finally come to unveil the treachery
Fists clenched as they bathe in the tears of the broken
Hatred for what they fear
If there was only a way to make you feel what I feel
Is there any hope left at all
Beat down and starved to death
They'll grind your bones to make their bread
Bow Down and give yourself to the overlord
We're all slaves until our very last breath
Beat down and starved to death
They'll grind your bones to make their bread
Bow Down and give yourself to the overlord
We're all slaves
Until death

DEATH RECTANGLE

Remain Still and stare into the nothingness
And as you fade in to the dark
Your time slips away
It feeds the narcissist inside you
You have an image to uphold
But that depiction is a moment in time
Consumed by your self-obsession
Thriving in you
Stare into the death rectangle
Let it soothe all of your fear
Stare into the death rectangle
Devour all that we hold dear
Remain still and stare in to the nothingness
As you fade in to the dark
Your time slips away
Increase of falsified contentment
Remain still and stare in to the nothingness
It feeds the narcissist inside you
Were all empty and dying inside
Filling the void with endless possessions
All hail the owners of our souls
Stare into the death rectangle
Let it soothe all of your fear
Stare into the death rectangle
Devouring all that we hold dear
Exploiting our weakness promoting our fear
Pointing the finger blaming is easy
Now you can sleep sound at night
You’re only at ease when you conclude
That society is a reflection
Of what we want to believe about ourselves

REQUIEM

Shrouded in shadows
Columns of light burn through the dark around us
We try to salvage what we can
But all that’s left here is desolation
The darkness envelopes the light
Engulfs us all
With every breath you take you travel further
Into the pit you filled with emptiness
And as I watch you falling
I’m haunted by this requiem
This is a day we won’t forget
The die has been cast
Embarking on a spiral of hopelessness
You've made it crystal clear
Now walk alone
With every breath you take you travel further
Into the pit you filled with emptiness
And as I watch you falling
I'm haunted by this requiem
I can't look away
I can't wash you off my skin
We'll never erase this requiem

WHAT YOU'VE BECOME

God damn just look at what you've done
Caught up in the appearance of who you are
Everything is an attack on you
Never stop to think
Don't think at all
It's always something
It's always someone else's fault
Every god damn time
It's always something
It's always someone
You are the only one who believes
The lies you tell yourself
The hopelessness that crushes your soul
Will pass if you let it
Acceptance of the person you really are
Why can't I let go
God damn look at what you've become
You never thought it would end this way
You've become a spectacle
And you've pushed everyone else away
And there's no one left here
Good God
There's no one left
You are the only one who believes
The lies you tell yourself
The hopelessness that crushes your soul
Will pass if you let it
Acceptance of the person you really are
You got to let go
God Damn look at what you become
God Damn look at what you become
You got to let go

GOUGE OUT MY EYES

Nonstop bludgeoning into my head
The sound is deafening
You can't run from the wave of stupidity
It's far too vast
The only way you can survive this atrocity
Stand and fight
You can't do this all on your own
We must unite as one
Gouge away at the time
Your only option is to fight
Wasting away looking for signs
Don't waste your time
We're counting down to the end
Of all the comfort we once had
The guarantee was a mirage
Gouge out my eye's
I can't relive this again
The shadows live
Crawling around in my skin
Carved in my arms
The clairvoyance to end the pain
Just throw me away
We fall now
Together
And relinquish our control
Our time here
Is precious
So, release and let resolve
Be grateful
Grateful
Be Grateful

BLOOD MOON

You had it all, but you crushed it in your hands,
Although I try to sympathize I could not understand
And while you stand and watch It burn in your mind
You stand over the charred remains you'll soon leave behind
You had me in the palm of your hand
And you blew me away
Now there's no going back
You spent your whole entire life
Running from things you fear
And now it's all black
There's nothing left here
You had me in the palm of your hand
And you blew me away
As the years grow the distance within
Your fragility reveals itself you start to wear thin
Your attempts to put the pieces back are going nowhere
The shame of leaving this behind is too much to bear
Drunk and self-absorbed you beg to absolve
Your quest for vindication doesn't have a resolve
You had it all in front of you but you could not see it then
It's time to close the door for good you can't go back again
These decisions you have made can't be rewound
You try to yell and scream at me but I can't hear a sound
Our story has to come to an end
Don't leave behind the ones you love the wounds are hard to mend
I forgive you for myself so I can heal
That doesn't mean you're welcome back

SCREAMING INTO THE VOID

I'm back again and everything has changed
I just need to survive this
Part of me wants to leave this behind
But I can't let that become a reality
The path I have to take will cost me some time
But it must be done
No time for arrogance
In all this virulence
I have to crush these thoughts that want to subvert me
I won't be drug down
By those that want to destroy me
I fall to my knees screaming in to the void
As if nobody hears me as if I'm not alive
I pick myself back up to my feet
I feel the strength within my thoughts to kill this disease
This disease
This disease
Be shapeless
Be Still
Be shapeless
Be Still
Be shapeless
Be Still
You have the power inside
To heal the ones who need you most
Be Shapeless
Be Still
Be shapeless
Be shapeless
Don't let them uproot your spirit and your mind
Trust your instincts remember who you are
Stand tall and let these waves wash over you
Don't get caught up screaming into the void

METACOGNITIVE
Uncertainty of self removes your faith
The fear of forward motion jerks the wheel
You wonder what you're doing insecure and lost
You feel the fear of failure sinking in
You yearn to run back to the safety of the hive
Guaranteed a life so bleak
Keep you locked up
Feed you crumbs under the door
Your precious life bartered for next to nothing
Distorted thoughts that stem from fear
Are the root of all your existential dread throughout the years
Becoming more and more aware
No longer a prisoner of your absurd thinking
Metacognitive
Presented with these thoughts you search inside yourself
Assessment leads you to intent
You were not put here to build monuments for kings
Your purpose here is to exist
No longer tied to thoughts that hold you down
No longer hostage to a slave's wage
Keep pushing through no looking back
Just let this shitstorm pass
Distorted thoughts that stem from fear
Are the root of all your existential dread throughout the years
Becoming more and more aware
No longer a prisoner of your absurd thinking
Metacognitive
Keep pushing through no looking back
Remove our fear remove the doubt
Keep pushing through no looking back
Your purpose here is to exist
Remove our fear remove the doubt
Empowered every step we take
Empowered every step we take

VICTORIOUS

As I travel down this well trodden path
My life became a search for purpose
Lost and board with nothing better to do
My time was slipping through my fingers
Smoke and drink and snort and fuck it away
What's the point of being alive anyway
I couldn't see past myself
The darkest hour is just before the dawn
And we will find
Bursting out of every seam
A glimpse of something bright and true
There's nothing is standing in our way
We'll be victorious
The only way forward
Is to face your fears
The time has come to make them disappear
Bursting out of every seam
A glimpse of something bright and true
There's nothing is standing in our way
We'll be victorious